Lambda Chi Alpha was founded in 1909 at Boston University. The Beta Kappa chapter at Tech was established in 1942 after its honorable, enviable record during its affiliation with the old Beta Kappa national fraternity. Thirty pledges were added to the ranks of Lambda Chi as a result of a fine 1961 rush season. For the second year in a row, the Homecoming display took first place. The social events for the year were highlighted by the Crescent Formal at which the Crescent Girl was named. Don Hutcherson presided over the many functions of Lambda Chi.
president—don hutcherson
housemother—mrs. gordon jones
phi
delta theta
founded in 1848 at the miami university in oxford, ohio, phi delta theta has grown into an international fraternity with over 75,000 members. the tech chapter, georgia delta, founded in june, 1902, has constantly strived to uphold the principles upon which phi delt was established.

again this year the phi delts were represented in all campus organizations, honorary societies, student government, varsity athletics, and publications. under the able leadership of president marvin griffin, the social life was upheld through house parties, dances, and other blasts. as in past years, phi delt had another fine year.
Phi Epsilon Pi was founded on a national basis at the City College of New York fifty-six years ago. The Phi Ep's were brought to the Tech campus in 1916. The present chapter house is located on the corner of Sixth and Techwood.

Activities for Phi Ep throughout the year are many and varied. They always have a top contender in the Reck Parade and are active in intermural sports. They also have a habit of placing first in fund drives.

Highliting the year socially is the annual Dream Girl Coronation Ball. Climaxing the ball this year was the crowning of the Dream Girl by the President Harvey Shulman. This formal affair is held during the winter at one of Atlanta's finest hotels, with the hope that the new dream girl will be selected International Dream Girl for chapters in the U.S. and Canada.
the gamma tau chapter at tech was founded in 1926. since its inception it has compiled an impressive record of scholarship and leadership participation on the campus, and service to the community of which all its brothers are proud. this year seventeen shiny white stars were seen on campus as the result of a good rush week. the seventeen new pledges were quickly shaped into candidates for future fiji membership by the president thomas k. knowles. among its social highlites is the spring fiji island party. the house is transformed into a miniature south sea island complete with sarongs, grease paints, and palm trees. one of the major coming events for the gamma tau chapter is the beginning of the building of the new fiji house on fowler street between fifth and sixth streets. the fiji’s plan to be able to move into the house by september.
Phi Kappa Sigma fraternity was founded at the University of Pennsylvania in 1850. Since that time they have grown to 47 chapters throughout the United States and Canada. The Alpha Nu chapter was founded at Tech in 1904 and became the 7th fraternity on campus. Alpha Nu was one of the first on campus to have their own house.

With the fall rush week starting the social season, the Phi Kaps entertain throughout the school year. The big event is the annual black and gold formal.

The men of Phi Kappa are also respected for their consistently high ranking in intermural sports at the end of the season.
phi kappa tau
Phi kappa tau came to the Georgia Tech campus in 1929, and has grown steadily in size and prestige. Their numbers depleted by graduating seniors, the phis worked hard at fall rush. The lavish parties and congenial bull sessions resulted in a strong group of new pledges.

Under the guidance of President Bruce Brown, all the brothers and pledges shelled out for a Christmas party for underprivileged children.

Combining brains and brawn, the phis once again ranked high in campus scholarship and intermurals and were well represented in various campus organizations.
since 1923, kappa dueteron chapter of phi sigma kappa has been upholding its cardinal principals, brotherhood, scholarship, and character. again this year the phi sigs distinguished their chapter under the leadership of president charles poston.

as usual the phi sigs had a good showing in the intermural activities as well as placing a large number of members in various campus organizations. along the social line this year, as usual, the biggest event was the annual founder's day-moonlight girl formal.

president—chuck poston
phi kappa sigma

H. Gaston, Jr.  L. Greene, Jr.  K. Hall
L. Hutcheson, III  T. Kelley, Jr.  G. Koplin
president—jim van kleeck
housemother—mrs. lucy crocker
pi kappa alpha
pi kappa alpha is one of the five largest fraternities in the U.S. It has a solidly established membership, with strong chapters in the best colleges and universities; a highly regarded member of the fraternity system.

Since its founding in 1868 at the University of Virginia, pi kappa alpha has successfully established in college after college. Alpha Delta chapter was chartered at Tech in 1904.

The pikes own their own house on Techwood Dr. and plans are in the making for a new house, modern and somewhat larger, to be built in the near future.

Among pike's social functions are its annual black and white ball, 'possum hunt, and the spring house party. Pike encourages academic achievement and is justly proud of its fine record over the years.
Pi Kappa Phi was founded at the College of Charleston, Charleston, South Carolina, in 1904. The local chapter, Iota, was chartered in 1915. As one of the oldest fraternities on the Tech campus, they possess a rich and colorful history. Believing in the true spirit of a fraternity, the membership has rarely exceeded fifty men.

Heading the list of social functions is the founder's day dinner held in December and the annual rose ball presented in the winter. This year the ball was climaxed by the crowning of the rose queen by President William Dittman. With five chapters within a hundred miles, the Pi Kapps are known as a group that likes to party.
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**sigma**

**alpha epsilon**
striped for action, the “e’s” at Georgia Tech sallyed forth into 1962 under the able leadership of Jay Githens. With the aid of a large supply of “goony bags” and a strong pledge class, the brothers of SAE were kept active by engaging in a running “backyard war” with a large neighboring fraternity. The guiding influence of Brother Vereen gave the brothers and pledges great incentive grade-wise, and the chapter can look forward to another high scholastic position. With no more visits from “the squad,” the “e’s” look forward to many more action filled quarters at the institute.

sigma alpha epsilon

president—dan morris
housemother—mrs. mildred k. moore

sigma chi
Sigma Chi fraternity was founded at Miami University. This year the Sigma Chi's, under the leadership of Dan Morris, had a very successful rush week landing 34 pledges. From early in the year the fraternity was active in campus and civic activities. The first accomplishment of the year was winning the Rambling Reck Parade contest held during homecoming weekend. Sigma Chi's apparently devoted as much time to scholastics as to extracurriculars, as they also won the scholarship trophy for fall quarter. This year the Sigs rather dominated the ROTC cadet commandships. Whitehead, Gurry, and Lewis were respectively cadet commanders of the Army, Navy, and Air Force detachments at Tech. Sigma Chi and Sigs throughout the United States and Canada have been known for high ideals and outstanding scholarship.
A. Adams  H. Adams  J. Adams
B. Alewine  J. Allison  H. Askin
D. Bagwell  F. Bateman  C. Bogenholm
R. Bryan  B. Bryson  D. Cardwell
W. Carter  C. Christopher  D. Church
M. Clay  R. Commins  P. Connerat
F. Conway  W. Cox  T. Craig
W. Crocker  R. Dark  C. Davenport

President—James Simpson
Gamma alpha chapter of Sigma Nu was founded on the Tech campus in 1896. Since that time the chapter has had an active existence and has grown into one of the largest fraternities on the Tech campus. Outstanding brothers are President James Simpson, Donald Ratcliff, Thomas Fitzpatrick, and Tom Craig—sports editor of the Blue Print, I.F.C. representative and social chairman. The highlight of the Sigma Nu social year is the annual White Rose formal.
Sigma Phi Epsilon was founded nationally at the University of Richmond in 1901 and now has one hundred and forty-five chapters and over fifty-five thousand members. The local chapter was founded at Tech in 1907. Each year the brothers and pledges of Sigma Phi Epsilon participate actively in the many varied aspects of Georgia Tech campus life.
sigma phi epsilon
The chapter prides itself on its constant scholastic achievement and its fun-filled social calendar. The outstanding social event of the year is the golden hearts weekend. This year was begun by the addition of twenty-one pledges after an exciting rush week. Some distinguished alumni of Sigma Phi Epsilon include Ted Mack, James E. Forrestal, Woody Herman, Ben Hibbs, General F. A. Hart, Senator Harry Byrd, and Richard Rogen.
sigma phi epsilon
tau kappa epsilon fraternity was founded in 1899, at illinois wesleyan university, bloomington, illinois. georgia tech's beta pi chapter was founded in 1948. their greatest goal, and not an easy one by any means, has been to lead the campus in scholarship. tke pledges are indoctrinated with this idea the first day of their pledge training. under the leadership of president john davis they have come close to achieving this goal.

social functions are not forgotten by the tekes by any means. parties are scattered throughout the year and an open house is held after all football games. the carnation ball ends the social season as the sweetheart is crowned.
theta chi

president—russell grove
the alpha nu chapter of theta chi headed by president russell grove, started the year with a very successful rush season that added thirty-one pledges to the ranks. this was enough of an incentive to make the rest of the year one that will be long remembered. the big addition to the theta chi house this year is a courtyard-pool. the brothers and the pledges are looking forward to many happy hours basking in the
sun. bringing prestige to the ranks of theta chi, was the initiation of walter merlevede, wsf, fulbright scholar from belgium. the social highlite of the oxmen for the year was the carnation ball in which mary irving was initiated as dreamgirl. russ grove and bob troughton made college who's who.
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president—frank greek

H. Chick  J. Decker  H. Garrison  F. Greek  C. Hampton

V. James  W. Judd  J. Koger  J. Lyon  A. McCants

K. Nguyen  T. Pylant  A. Tedford  C. Young

theta xi
Theta Xi fraternity was founded at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York, in 1865. The growth of Theta Xi had been conservative. Originally it was founded only on the campuses of engineering schools; it now has active chapters at 52 of the nation's leading colleges and universities. President Edward Whitehead presided over the biggest social events of the year: the Sweetheart Ball and the 6294 Banquet.

Each year the senior who has participated the most in campus activities receives the Curtis B. White Memorial Trophy; an engraved plaque is presented to the senior who has contributed the most to betterment of the chapter. An award is also made to the pledge with the most outstanding record in school and chapter during his period of pledge training.